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A Three-Node Grouping Problem in the Hypercube Networks 

Qiang Li, Ling Wang and Naphta/i Ri&he 

School of Computer Science 
Florida International University 

The State Univer1itv of Florida CJt MiCJmi 
Miami, FL 33199 

ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a solution to the following problem: Given two 
nodes in a binary hypercube, a third node that satisfies certain con
ditions is to be selected to cooperate with them in solving a problem. 
The selection strategy of the third node has direct impact on the ef
ficiency of the system involved, especially on the system traffic load. 
In this paper, a solution to the problem and an algorithm which 
selects the third node are presented. 
Keyword! Hypercube, Shortest distance, Traffic reduction, Three

node grouping. 

1 Definition of the problem 

A binary hypercube can be defined as follows: An N -dimenoional 
binary hypercube has 2N processors, each with a unique binary num
ber, from 0 to 2N - 1,,.. ita id number. Two nodes are connected iff 
their id numbers differ in exactly one bit position. The connection 

between two nodes consish of two unidirectional channels, one in 
each direction . 

Let d(nlt n 2 ) be the distance between nodes n 1 and n 2 • It has 
been shown that the shortest distance between two nodes is equal 
to the number of bit positions in which their id numbers disagree . 
We define d(n 1, n., n) as the shortest distance from n 1 to n 2 through 
n (i.e. d(n.,n2 ,n) = d(n 11 n) + d(n,n2 ).) Let /(n1,n2 ,n) be some 
boolean function which yields true true value if the three arguments 
meet certain conditions. The three-node grouping problem can be 
defined as follows . 

Deftnitiom 

Given two nodes in a hypercube, n 1 and n 2 , for all the nodes n 

in the hypercube such that /( n 1, n 2 , n) is true: (I) find the node 
n which has minimum d(n., n 2 , n) and (2) if oeveral n's yields thr. 
minimum d(n1 ,n2 ,n}, find the one with minimum d(n., n) (or min
imum d(n2 ,n) .) # 

The problem is raised in a system in which a task is performed 
by three cooperating nodes in a hypercube; two of them are given 
by the prior tasks and the third can be selected anywhere in the 
hypercube. Minimizing distance from n 1 to n 2 through n can reduce 
the communication traffic in the system and the speed of performing 
the task. The reason Cor the second part of the definition is that 
minimizing the distance between n 1 and n (or between n 2 and n) can 
help to reduce the chance of encountering inconsistent data status 
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when many taoka are carried out in parallel in the aame system. 
Since we can only minimize the dietance between n and one of n 1 

and n,, we try to ·minimize d(nlt n) in the following discuuion, and 
minimizing d(n2, n) is symmetric. 

An implication of the above definition is that the processor which 
makea the selection needs the knowledge about all the three procea
sors. 

The problem waa raised originally in a multiproceuor parallel 
architecture CONNECT [2J. CONNECT ia the hardware foundation 
for a maaaively parallel database machine LSDM [3J. In CONNECT, 
a group of processors &re used to control a three-1Uige Clo1 network 

[lJ . The processor& of the group are linked into a hypercube net work. 
The cooper&tion of three proce1sora are needed to act up a circuit 
in the Clos network ; n 1 and n 2 are given by the at&tic network 
connection• and n is to be selected &ccording to the current stat ua 
of the Cloa network. By using the selection 1tra.tegy described in 
the following sections, the data traffic in the hypercube network ia 
reduced by 20% comparing to the uncontrolled selection strategie1. 

2 The Selection Strategy 

Let H be a hypercube of dimension N, and n 1 and n 2 are two 
nodes of H such that they are different in M bit po1ition1, where 
0 ~ M ~ N . Let in~idelril,., ,,., denote the set of bit position• where 
n 1 and n 2 do not agree, &nd out.idebit,., ,,., denote the set of bit 
positions where n 1 and n 2 agree. By definition, the cardinality of 
the set in~idelrit,.,,,., is M and the cardinality of ouhidelrit,., ... , is 
N - M. For example, if n 1 = 00100100 and n 2 = 00001111, then 
M = 4, inaidebit,.,,,., = {0, 1, 3, 5} and out.idelrit,., ,,., = {2, 4, 6, 
7}. 

We say that Jl,(n1,n2 ) is a sub-hypercube of H defined by n 1 

Figure I: A sub-hypercube 
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·• 
and n2 if H, consiah of all the node• of H auch that their id numbers 

agree with n 1 and n 2 at the bit positions in ouf~idebifn,,n,· In other 
words, H,(n~o n 2) can be generated by keeping the bit positions in 
out.idebit., ,n, the same as in n 1 or n2 and listing all the combi
nations of the M bit positions in in~idebiln,,n, · It is not difficult 
to veri fy that, according to the definition of a binary hypercube, 
II,( n 1 , n 2) is indeed an M -dimensional binary hypercube. Figure 
I shows a 3-dimensional subhypercube defined by node 0001 and 

I Ill. The solid nodes are inside H,(OOOl, 1111 ). 

Lemma 

L<'t II be an N-dimensional hypercube and H,(n~on2 ) be an M
dimensional sub-hypercube of H . Let n be any node of H and let t 
b .. the number of bit position• in oul1idebit., ,n, such that n disagrees 
with n 1 or n 2 at those positions. Then, d(n 1 ,n2,n) = M + 2 • t. 

Proof: 
Assume that n 1 and n do not agree at z bit positions and z;. 

of them are in in1idebit., ,n, and z ... , of them are in out.idebit., ,n, . 

Also, assume that n and n 2 do not agree at y bit positions and y;. 
of them are in in•idebil.,,n, and 11 ... 1 of them are in out.idebit., ,.,. 
Then 

d(n,,n2 1n) = z +11 = Z;n + z.,.., + 1/;n + llout• 

Since n 1 and n 2 agree at all bit positions in ouhidebit., ·"" it 
must be that z ... 1 = y.,.1 = f. Further, since n 1 and n 2 disagree at 

all the M bit positions in in1idebit., ·"'' if n agrees with one of them 

at a bit position in in1idebit., ·"" it must disagree with the other at 
the same bit position . Thus, since n agree& with n 1 at M - z;. bit 
positions in in1idebit., ,.,. it must be that Yin = }.{ - z; • . Therefore 

d(n,,n2,n) = Z;n + z.,., + y,. +!lout= M + 2 • I 

# 

Selection Strategya 
According to the Lemma, in order to mtmmtze d(n~on2,n), we 
should select n so that t = 0, i.e., a node n in H,(n1, n 2 ) should be 
selected for which f(n1 ,n2,n) ia true. If no iuch node is available, 
a node with the minimum t should be selected. If more than one 
node have the same minimum d value, the one with leut different 

bits with n 1 should be selected. 

3 The Selection Algorithm 

The algorithm we need is basically to check the value of f(n~o n2, n) 
according to a. given sequence of n's . The node numbers in the 
sequence are ordered according to the Strategy described above, so 
the first n which causes /(n 1 ,n2,n) to be true will be .selected. The 
f.,llowing is a description of the algorithm. 

initialize( n 1 , n 2 ); 

loop 
n := N eztN ode 
exit when f(n.,n2,n); 

end loop ; 

The function N eztN ode is defined u follows : After the initial
ization, the calls to the function N eztN ode genera.te a sequence of 
node numbers in the order specified by the Strategy. 

In general, the sequence can be generated by manipulating bit 
positions in the id numbers. But the algorithms normally involve 
variable number of nested loops or stack manipulations, and are 
very difficult to be embedded into other algorithms. Generating 

the entire sequence and then checking the f function value is not 
efficient . 

In the followings, we present an algorithm which satisfies the re
quirements on the function Ne~tNode. The technique used is similar 

to the shift register method . The algorithm is presented in an ADA 
form. To save space, many variable declarations, routine definitions 
and related packages are omitted. 

Given nodel and node2, once the algorithm is initialized, every 
time the function next _node is called, next node number in the 
sequence defined in the previous section is returned, except that the 
inside node numbers are generated in the order such that the nod~s 

with shortest distance to nodal are generated first . 

package body ••quence i• 

type node_type i• record 
node_nwa 
lalt_bit_flipped 

end record; 

bit_atring; 
integer; 

.type table_type h array(-1. .aax_nWII_nod .. ) of 
node_ type; 

table 

current_ template 
next_avail_llot 
num_of _in•ide_bit• 
num_ot _outaidl_bita 
last _bit_to_tlip 

table_ type; 

illtegu; 
integu; 
integer; 
int.gu; 
integer; 

PROCEDURE initial( node!, node2 bit_atring) IS 
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BEGIN 
n :• node1 lOR nod•2; 
num_ot_inaide_bits :• (num of 1-bit inn) ; 
map(l . . num_of_in•ide_bits) 

:• (bit positions of 1-bit in n); 
map(num_of_inaide_bits+1 .. total_num_of_bits) 

:• (bit positions of O-bit inn); 
laat _bit_to_flip :• num_ot_inaide_bits; 

num_ot_nodel_to_be_generated 
:• 2 •• nwa_ot_in•ide_bit• - 1; 

-- tabl•(-1) i• just to get algorithm started 
tabl•(-1).la•t_bit_flipped :• laat_bit_to_flip; 
tabl•(O).laat_bit_flipped :• 0; 
table(O).node_nwa := node1; 

current_tlmplat• :• -1 ; 
next_avail_alot :• 1; 

EHD; 

FUNCTION next_nod• RETURN bit_string IS 
bit_pos integer; 
node_num : bit_atring; 

BEGIN 

IF next_avail_llot > num_of_nodla_to_b._generated 
THEN 

-- the node id inside th1 IUbhyperc:ube haY• bien 
•xhauated 

-- reset parameters to generate the outside nodee. 
c:urrent_tlmplate :• -1; 
laat_bit_to_tlip :• total_num_ot _bita; 
table(-1).laet_bit_flipped :• laet_bit_to_flip; 



num_ot_nodes_to_be_generated :• 2 •• 
total _num_ot_bits - 1; 

END IF; 

LOOP 
EXIT WHEN table(current_template) . last_bit _flipped 

< last_bit_to_flip; 
current_template := current_template + f; 

END LOOP; 

node_num :• table{current_template).node_num; 
bit_poa 

:• table{current_template).last_bit_flippad + 1; 
table(current_template).laat_bit_tlipped ·~ bit_poe; 
node_num{map{bit_poa)) 

:• node_num(map{bit_pos)) xor 1; 
table(next_avail_slot).node_num :• node_num; 
table(next_aYail_elot).laat_bit_flippad :• bit_pos; 

next_avail_alot :• naxt_avail_alot + 1; 

RETURH(node_num); 

END; 

END sequence; 

The general idea is that starting from nodal, all the generated 
numb.,rs are used as templates tn g<:n<:rate the numbers folluwing 
them . Although it is simple, the algorithm is a little hit hard tu 
explain. The best way to nndNstancl it is probably to study an 
example which is given in the following. 

Initial step: 

It! I 0~ I N I 
After step 1: 

I "! I ~00~ I ooo: I ·d 

After step 3: 

After otep 5: 

I "! I ~ I 000~ I 001~ I 001! I 01~ I'~ I N I 

0000 0001 0010 OCJII oioo 

After step 9: 
0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 I 0 0101 

• 2 3 3 

After •tep 10: 
0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 1000 0101 

4 3 4 3 

AfLer atep 11: 
0000 0001 0010 0011 0100 1000 01nt 

4 3 3 

After sLep 12: 

' 0000 0001 0010 OOll 0100 1000 0101 
4 

Example: 

Th•· following is assumed : 
'i'he binary numbers are 4 hits long. 
nodel is 0000. 
node2 is 0011. 
Under the assumption , there are 2 inside bits and 2 outside bits. 

Th~ two numbers are so chosen that it is easier to show the algn. 
ritl1111 . In the case wht·re their different bits are not the lowest hits, 
the appropriate positions will be obtained by the array map which 
is initialized at besinn ing of the algorithm. 

The following piclures are the content changes of the variable 
table in the algorithm after each call to the function NeztNode . 
The upper row is the node numbers and the lower row is the cor. 
responding laat_bit_flipped. "T" indicates the current template 
and "N" indicates the next available slot . 

Each template is used to generate the subsequenct numben un til 
all its bit positions leas or equal to laat_bit_to_flip are flipped. 
The flipping starts from the lower bit position to higher bit position 
(from right to left) . At each step, the number generated (the last 
one in the upper row) is obtained from the number pointed to hy 
"T" by flipping the hit position which is in the aame box of "T". 
Notice that step 4 is the only time when the position of the current 
template goes back towards left since step 3 generates the last inside 
node number. Also, the last inside node number is always node2 . 

4 Conclusion 

The sdection strategy and the algorithm presented can be user! in 
any application whi ch has similar requirements. The application 
of the algorithm in· the architecture CONNECT has reduced the 
sysLcrn communication traffic significantly. 

1· .. 

1· .. 

Nl 1 ... 

1001 OliO 101 

1001 0110 1010 0111 

3 4 3 

1001 
• 

1001 OliO 1010 0111 lOll liOO 

• s 4 

Figure 2. Data changC5 in the example 
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